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Sequential Fault Diagnosis in Combinational Networks
ISRAEL KOREN, MEMBER, IEEE, AND ZVI KOHAVI, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-The problem considered in this paper is that of generating sequential decision trees (SDT's) for fault diagnosis in
digital combinational networks. Since in most applications of the

decision tree the final conclusion will be that the network is failure-free, we are interested mainly in decision trees containing
minimal fault detection paths. Such a procedure will reduce the

cost of verifying the proper operation of the network.

The faults under consideration are assumed to be single, per-

manent, stuck-at type faults. A priori probabilities are assigned

to the nonequivalent faults and the generated decision tree is based
upon these probabilities. It is suggested in this paper that the a
priori probability Pi assigned to the fault fh should be proportional
to the number of faults in the equivalence class of fi.
A procedure for generating the required decision tree for fanout-free networks is presented. The procedure generates the tests
directly from the structure of the network instead of selecting them

from a given fault table. The generated decision tree contains a
minimal detection path, i.e., a minimal number of tests required to
locate the failure-free network. The decision tree yields a nearly
minimal weighted average number of tests required to locate a

1) Reducing the cost of applying the SDT which is
proportional to the average number of tests applied.

2) Reducing the computation time needed for gener-

ating the SDT.

In most applications of the SDT the final conclusion will
be that the network is failure-free. Therefore we have to
minimize the number of tests in the detection path in order

to achieve the first objective. The second objective is
achieved by generating the required tests rather than selecting them from a given fault table.
The fault table is used in most existing methods for selecting locating tests. From the fault table a minimal or
nearly minimal set of locating tests is obtained, usually by

using weighting functions [1]-[3], [8], [9]. For large net-

works these methods become inefficient since the computation time and the size of computer memory required
increase rapidly. The procedure presented in this paper
fault. The average is weighted by the a priori probabilities of oc- does not require a fault table and the diagnosis tests are
currence of the faults.
A lower bound for this average is derived in Section III enabling generated directly from the structure of the network. Most
adequate evaluation of the generated decision tree.
existing methods for fault diagnosis first apply a set of
Index Terms-A priori probability of occurrence, combinational detection tests and whenever any of the detection tests fails
logic networks, fault diagnosis, minimal detection set, sequential a-set of location tests is applied, e.g., Su and Cho [4]. The
decision tree (SDT).
limitation of such methods is that they do not use the in-

I. INTRODUCTION
T G h a r i di nwa
the failures in a digital
network are
rare, we have to check out frequently the proper operation of the network, i.e., detect and locate any possible
failure in order to maintain high reliability of the network.
The tests for detecting and locating the possible faults
can be arranged either as a sequential decision tree or as
a fixed (preset) set of distinguishing tests [1]-[3]. Sequential
diagnosis
preferred because
diagnosis isis preferred
because the
the average
average number
number
tests required to locate a fault can be reduced using this
of quential
method rather than the fixed diagnosis.
In designing a sequential decision tree (SDT) we have
two objectives:
-

,LTHOUGH

I. Knorsecnwas wittihet MDeparl;tment

formation gained by the success of the detection tests prior
to the failing one. Our objective is to overcomq this disadvantage by generating an SDT in which the fault detection tests become an integral part of the fault location
procedure.
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
The Network
T

t

u

and one primary output y =-y(xl,x2, ...*Xn).
x"X1
X are,xn
There
r lines in this network, X 1,X2, * ,Xr, where
Xr is
the output line. Numbers are assigned to the lines in the
network in the usual way, i.e., the number assigned to an
output line of a gate is always greater than the numbers

assigned to its input lines.
assume that the network consists of monotone gates
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~We
f ElectrialcrEngineering, Tech- [5] which can be defined by one set of values. Let iandj

nion-Israel Institute of Techinology, Haifa, Israel. He is now with the be the inputs of a monotone gate and let k be its output.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University This gate will be defined by the row gigjgk where each g iS
Z. Kohavi is with the Department of Computer Science, University of 0 or 1. This row means that gigj is the only combination for
Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112, on leave from the Department of which the output of the gate is gk~. For any other combiElectrical Engineering, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa,ntothouptig,e.,atwiptNOgtesdfnd
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Fig. 1. Tree network.

by the row 001. From this row the Boolean equation of the
gate can easily be derived in the following way:
X1 Xgj,J '
XPk = X9i
where x° = x and xl = x, e.g., the Boolean equation derived
from the row 001 is x k = x° X° = Xi xj, i.e., xk =
xi + xi.
An immediate result is that a network consisting of
monotone gates can be described by a gate table where
each row corresponds to one gate in the network.
Example: The gate table describing the network in Fig.
1 is given in Table I.
One bit appears in each column corresponding to a primary input or output in the gate table, two bits appear for
internal lines. A greater number of bits in these two cases
indicates the presence of fan out.
=

The Faults
The possible faults in the network are assumed to be
single, permanent, stuck-at (s-a) type faults in any one of
the r lines. Some of these 2r faults may not be distin-

guishable, i.e., they are equivalent [6].
Example: In a monotone gate, defined by the row gigjgk,

whose inputs are not
the following faults are
_ fan-out lines,
euvlet xix s-a-gi,
n Xk
X s-a-gh.
-equivalent:
xj s-a-gj and
The equivalence relation between the faults partitions
the set of 2r possible faults into q disjoint equivalence
classes. From each equivalence class we choose a representative fault and to these q faults we add fo to denote the
failure-free network. Our aim is to distinguish among
fo0,ff2,
Jfq.
It has been a long established practice to assign equal
probabilities of occurrence to all distinguishable faults [1].
However, since different faults occur at different
frequencies, different a priori probabilities of occurrence
should be assigned to them. Assuming that all the 2r possible faults are equally probable, it is suggested in this
paper that, as a first approximation, the a priori probability Pi assigned to the fault f1 should be proportional to
the number of elements in the ith equivalence class.
Definition 2.1: The weight woi of a fault/f, is equal to the
number of elements in the ith equivalence class,
Let p, - w1/W designate the a priori probability of f1
where

s--_
x.
_--'

-

-

W=

2=1

= 2r.

2=

Clearly,
Pi = 1. It must be emphasized that the procedures developed in this paper are valid if a different
weighting system is used and hence different probabilities
of faults result. Such weights can be assigned based on
manufacturer supplied information, statistical data, and
so on.
The set T of all tests is divided into two disjoint subsets
To and T, where To(T1) is the subset of all tests for which
the output of the failure-free network is 0(1). Consequently, the set of possible faults is divided into three
subsets FO, F1, and F0°1 where FO(F1) is the subset of faults
covered (i.e., detected) by tests from TO(Tl) only. F0"1 is
the subset of faults covered by some tests from To and by
some other tests from Tl. The partitioning of the faults is
determined by the following theorem.
Thzeorem 2.1: The
s-a-ae is included
h fault
al xi1saai
nlddiin FaaF~(Faif Term21
in all possible paths
from the line xj to the primary
output the parity of inversions is odd (even). The fault is
included in F0° only if there are at least two different paths
from the faulty line to the primary output with unequal
parity of inversions.
.
. .
The proof follows directly from the concept of sensitized
paths [1] and is therefore omitted.
and
Corollary 2.1:Is In fan-out-free networks F" = qX (where
is the empty set) since each fault has a single path to the

pathsl[1]
p

P
ouP
The SDT

threoreeomitte01d.
[7].

-

In order to distinguish among the faults we wish to
generate a minimal SDT. We define a minimal SDT in the
following way.
Definition 2.2: An SDT for diagnosis is minimal if the
detection path is minimal and the weighted average
number of tests required to locate a fault C = E'=,lpi is
minimal where 4i is the number of tests required to locate
the fault f1.
Note that assigning a high a priori probability of occurrence to the failure-free network Jo and minimizing the
modified cost function Cm = 27=olipi does not ensure the
minimality of the detection path in the generated SDT. An
appropriate counterexample exists but is omitted here.
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TABLE I
Gate Table for the Tree Network in Fig. 1
1

G

6

2 3

4 5

6 7 8
0

1 1

11

G7

G8

9

0

0g

0

0

0
1 1

Primary Inputs

1

Internal Primary
Lines
Output

Pk mni
The general method used in this paper to generate an
L mk.
P
where
SDT is summarized in Fig. 2. According to this method a
Pi M M = h~~~~=1
P M
minimal set including m detection tests tal,tc2, t. is
generated first, forming the detection path of the SDT. Substituting in Q1 and rearranging terms yields
ni mk
mk
,m) of this detection path emaFrom node k(k = 1,2,
ni mk
19
Q = E
= log2 M log2 Mk.
log
nates a diagnosis subgraph including tests to distinguish
M
k=1 M
k=1 M
among the nk faults which are covered by the test tY, and
The first term, log2 M, is the lower bound for the average
were not covered by the k - 1 previous detection tests.
number of tests required to locate a fault out of M equally
Clearly 2k-=Ink = q.
Let Fj denote the subset of faults covered by the test t probable faults [2], [10]. Note that if log2 M is not an inand let F(k) denote the subset of faults at note k which were teger rlog2 M] should be used instead. However, for the
not covered by the k - 1 previous detection tests. Thus Fjlhj sake of simplicity we shall use log2 M, and consequently
= F1 n F(k) denotes the subset of faults covered by tJ out
the bound derived will not necessarily be the greatest lower
of the faults in the subset F(k). We will show later that the bound. Using the same reasoning, log2 Mk is a lower bound
test tj which is maximal at node k and whose weight is for the average number of tests required to locate a fault
maximal will be selected as the detection test tak. The out of mk faults which are in this case indistinguishable.
notions of maximal test and the weight of a test are defined Hence, the second term
nf imk
as follows.
10og2 MI
Definition 2.3: A test tj is maximal at node k if there is
M
no other test ti satisfying F,k) D F(k)
ofatestt,ais the average of all ni lower bounds. Therefore Qi is the
Definition 2.4: The weight
of intn a
required lower bound of the average number of tests reek)
of
the sum of probabilities thesumfthe
fauts
faults
quired to locate an equivalence class of faults out of all ng
F*
Q.E.D.
equivalence classes.
III. A LoWER BOUND FOR SDT's
Assume now that the detection path is given. The avIn order to determine a lower bound for the average erage number of tests required to locate a fault out of the
number of tests required to locate a fault, C = I2JiIlipi, we ni faults in the i-subgraph satisfies
have to determine the detection path, i.e., select one out
of all minimal detection sets and order the tests within the
E
lIp1 > (i + Q,)Pi.
fjEi-subgraph
selected set so that the cost function is minimized. Once
the detection path is determined, we have a lower bound Hence,
for the diagnosis in each of the m subgraphs. This lower
- q
bound is derived as follows.
i=
1=1
Denote byf',f', **,f-,, and p 2 * ,pni the ni faults
in the i-subgraph and their corresponding probabilities.
= P,i (see Definition 2.4) denote the Denoting Cb = N 1(i + Qi)Pi and substituting Q1 yields
Let P1 = N
q
m
probability of the i-subgraph.
Cb - E Pi(i + log2 Pi) - Pj log2 Pj.
(3.1)
Lemma 3.1: A lower bound for the average number of
j=1
i=1
tests required to locate a fault within the i-subgraph is
Cb is the lower bound for C if the detection path is given.
given by
..

-

-

-

-

n,log2p

Qi=-E-lg-.
k 1 Pi
P

Proof: Let the fault fk, be represented by a set of ink

equivalent faults so that

In order to find the global lower bound we have to mini-

Usingpath
Lagrange
multipaths.
all detection
mize
satisfying
Pi
detection
Cb over
for the
pliers Cb
iS minimized
= A.* 2-i (i = 1,2,.*.*. ,in) where A = 1/1 -2-m, i.e., P1 =
A/2,P2 = A/4, * ,Prn = AI2rn.
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Fig. 2. General form of the SDT.

A better (i.e., higher) lower bound can be obtained by
taking into account the fact that the faults in each
subgraph cannot be chosen arbitrarily, but have to be
covered by a test belonging either to To or T1. This partitioning of the faults is taken into account in the following
minimization of Cb.
Assume first that F01 = + and let mo(mi) designate the
minimal number of tests from To(T1) required to cover the
faults from F0(F1). Clearly, mO + ml = m.
We denote by P0(Pl) the probability of the subset
F0(Fl). The order in which the mo + ml tests are applied
can be described by a binary number B = bl,b2, -*-*,bm
satisfying 1711bi = ml, where
=i rOif ta, E To
l1, if tai C T1.
There are m!/mo!mI! such binary numbers. We have to
choose the one which enables the partitioning of PO and Pl
to mo and m1 parts, respectively, so that the condition Pi
= A 2-i is satisfied. Fortunately, there is a simple connection between Pl and -the desired number B:
-

pl =
Substituting Pi yields
m

P1=L

= Z ~
i=l

b -iPi.

bi -A -2-i A -2 -ml E bi2m-i =A* 2-m *NB

the order in which the tests from TO and T1 will be applied
in the detection path. Frequently, as it is shown in the
following example, B does not satisfy the condition I [1b
= m1 and we have to find the two numbers B1 and B2
whose values are the closest to NB and which satisfy 21 bi
= m1. Since Cb is continuous and has a unique minimum,
its minimum with the constraint I1= I = ml is achieved
at one of these two numbers.
Example: If the a priori probabilities are chosen as
suggested in this paper, it is clear that pO = pl = 1/ since
for each line xj one fault, say xJ s-a-a, is covered by To and
the other fault, xj s-a--a, is covered by T1 [7]. Using equation (3.2) we get NB = ½(2m - 1) which clearly is not an
integer. The binary numbers B1 and B2 are
B1 = lOmolmI-l B2 = 01mlomo-l
If different probabilities are assigned to the faults, different binary numbers B1 and B2 result. However, it is
clear that neither B1 nor B2 satisfy (3.2), hence, the condition Pi = A . 2 -i is not satisfied. We can overcome this
difficulty, which is caused by the constraint on B, by determining the optimal values of the Pi's for a given number
B. The function Cb,using Lagrange multipliers becomes

Cb=

m

where NB is the decimal value of the binary number B.
Hence,

NB = A =P1(2m...1).

Pi(i+log2 Pi)

+M0(° ii +X p- ii

This function is minimized at the point:

(3.2)

The binary number B whose decimal value is NB describes

m

where

Pi-=iA-

f bi 1
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PA= 2m

NB
pi

[NB

+

network. A similar procedure for networks with fan-out

pA= 2m
(2m -1 - NB)

po0
-1-NB

lines is now being developed and will be presented in a
subsequent paper.
The procedure for fan-out-free networks generates a
minimal detection path in the SDT using the following

J

algorithm.
Algorithm 1

Step 1: Set k = 1.
Step 2: Choose at node k a maximal test whose probability p(k) is maximal at this node.
Step3:k = k + 1.
Cb = m-L Pi log2Pi +P0log2P1+POlog2PI
Step 4: IfF(k) $ k go to step 2.
Theorem 4.1: Algorithm 1 generates a minimal detection
- [P1 log2 NB + PO log2 (2m - 1 - NB)]. (3.4)
set for fan-out-free networks.
Proof This algorithm is a modification of Procedure
The first four terms are constant, therefore we have to
by Berger and Kohavi [7] and proved there to
m
2
presented
1
lg2
(2
+
PO
compute the value of [PI log2 NB
yield
minimal
a
detection set.
NB)] for B, and B2 and choose the one which minimizes
[7]
the detection set is minimal if in Step
to
According
it.
2
any
maximal
test
at
node k is selected. Step 2 is modified
the
faults
in
Example: Suppose all q nonequivalent
select tests with probabilities close
order
to
in
in
this
paper
this
fan-out-free network in Fig. 1 are equally probable. In
Such a selection will minimize
by
(3.3).
required
to
those
case we have
the generated SDT. Furthermore, it is shown subsequently
that Step 2 generates the tests directly without using a
FO= 1X7s-a-1,X8s-a-1, x,9 s-a-11,
F0 =
x8s-a-i,s-a-i, x9
s-a-1~,
fault table and its application requires a small amount of
'x7
computation.
F' = {xl s-a-1, x2 s-a-1, X3 s-a-0, X4 s-a-1,
We proceed now to introduce a method for generating
x5 s-a-1, x6 s-a-0, xg s-a-01.
the tests within each diagnosis subgraph. The k -subgraph
The corresponding probablities are PO = 0.3, Pl = 0.7. The contains diagnosis tests to distinguish among the nik faults
with total probability
were determinimal
.. Pk. The tests are selected according
minimal
numbers of detection
dletection tests,
deter-..
tests, which were
mined by the subsequent algorithm, are mo = 2, ml = 3. to a weighting function V(t), which is equal to the sum of
Using (3.2) we get NB = P1(2m - 1) = 21.7, hence, B1 = the probabilities of the faults covered by the test t out of
(10101)2 = (21)1o and B2 = (10110)2 = (22)10. The corre- nk faults in the k-subgraph. To achieve local optimization,
we select as the first test in the k-subgraph the test t,k for
sponding values of Cb are Cb (Bk) = 3.369 and Cb (B2)
3.368
compared
to
bound
is
therefore
3.368. The lower
which V(t,k) is the closest to ½2PK [1]. Application of tgJ,
th
lower
l
compuai
w
lower
boundbound
which iS ist
without taking ito
ac-k divides the nk faults into two subsets-nf faults covered
into accomputed
count the partitioning of the faults-,P1 log2 Pi = log2 by tOk and ng = nk- n faults not covered by tp,. These
subsets form new diagnosis subgraphs and each of them
q =q 3.322.
is treated in the same manner as shown in Fig. 3. For each
For general networks, usually o
a nd w t
subset
a new weighting function is obtained according to
have three probabilities, namely, PO, Pr, and POJ and three which new
tests are selected.
minimal nummbers of detection tests mo, ml, and mo,1 where
We introduce now the method used to produce the
inr
=m m .Inhsasewehveofidtebia
= M
t
numb MOB
b . m1iv
+ 1 whose dec- weighting functions and start by examining the conditions
satisfying m1ti_s
<
under which a fault is detected. A fault fi is covered by a
imal value NB satisfies PI(2m - 1) . NB (P +
test
.
* tj if the subnetwork sensitized by contains a sensi(2m l) and which minimizes C>b
tized path SPi from fi to the primary output. This sensiIV. GENERATION OF DECISION TREES FOR FAN-OUT- tized path is generated by assigning "enable" values to
some lines in the network (not included in the path) [1].
FREE NETWORKS
We call these lines control lines and denote them by yj, j
Generating an SDT whose cost function equals the lower = 1,2, * ,r - 1. The "enable" value for a line xj (which is
bound Cb requires the selection of detection tests with a control line yj for some SPi) is given by g1 where g1 is the
probabilities according to (3.3), hence, it is usually not bit in the gate table corresponding to x1 as an input line to
feasible. The selection of tests to form the minimal feasible some gate. Let Y] equal 1 iff x1 = gj, i.e., y~j = xi'. The fault
SDT requires a complete fault table and involves a great fi is covered by a test if all control lines along the sensitized
amount of computation. In this section we present a pro- path SP1 are equal to 1, i.e., 11y1&SPi y1 = 1
Example: In Fig. 1, the sensitized path corresponding
cedure for generating an SDT for fan-out-free networks
(tree type networks), directly from the structure of the to the fault x1 s-a-ae(a = 0,1) is 1,6,8,9. The control lines for
Substitution in Cb gives
q

=332F

-

P. ').

t1

-
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Fig. 3. Diagnosis subgraph in the SDT.

this sensitized path are Y2, y3, and y7 where Y2 = x2,y3 = average number of tests required to locate a fault within
X3 and y7 = X7 = (X4 * X5). The fault x1 s-a-a is detected by the k -subgraph. In the special case where the probabilities
any test satisfying xl = o- and Y2 * y3* Y7 = 1, i.e., X2 * of all q faults are equal, a minimal value is achieved as
X3 * (X4 * X5) = 1. The control lines for the fault x6 s-a-4 are shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2: If all nonequivalent faults in a fan-out-free
y3 and y7, i.e., any test satisfying X6 = and y3 Y7 = 1
detects this fault.
network are equally probable, the procedure above yields
The weighting function Vk (t) evaluating the weight of a minimal average number of tests required to locate a
a test t at node k is defined as follows:
fault within the diagnosis subgraph.
Proof: A minimal average number of tests within the
nlk
diagnosis k -subgraph is achieved if for any subset of n1
Vk (t) = E P u y
faults out of the nk faults a test can be found which divides
i=1 yjspi
these ni faults into two subsets with ni/2 faults in each for
clearly,
n- even and (ni + 1)/2, (ni - 1)/2 faults for ni odd [1], [10].
nk
The existence of such a test is proved in the following way.
Vk (t,k) = j pi = Pk.
The nk faults are included in the subnetwork sensitized
by the detection test taxk. For every gate included in the
The test tfk is constructed by assigning values to the subnetwork, either all its input lines are sensitized or only
control lines corresponding to the nk faults so that Vk (t4,) one input line is sensitized. In the first case, the faults at
is as close to %/2Pk as possible. The values of the undeter- the input lines and at the output line are equivalent and
mined lines in the network remain the same as in the de- cannot be distinguished. In the second case, another input
line to that gate can serve as a control input y. By assigning
tection test t,,k.
The weighting functions Vi(t) and Vg(t) for the two new y = O we delete from the sensitized subnetwork the faults
subgraphs including n; and ng faults, respectively, are in the subtree feeding this gate. Between two adjacent
control inputs along the sensitized subnetwork only
obtained in the following way:
equivalent faults can exist. By proper assignment of the
=
Vf (tn)
control inputs any number of faults out of the nk faults can
be deleted from the subnetwork. This assignment generi=1l yj1SP,
ates
a new test which distinguishes between the faults
where
deleted from the subnetwork and the remaining ones.
Consequently, the required tests for obtaining the minimal
,f 0, if yi =O in tok
J ty1,
otherwise.
diagnosis within the k-subgraph can be found. Q.E.D.
~~~~Example: The sensitized subnetwork by the detection
This substitution eliminates the probabilities of all the test t, = 11001 includes the lines 1,2,3,6,8, and 9. The five
faults not covered by tdk, leaving the probabilities of the faults {x1 s-a-O, x2 s-a-O, X3 s-a-i, x6 s-a-i, x8 s-a-lj are
faults covered by tdk. Vg(t) is obtained by V5£(t) = Vk (t) equivalent and can be distinguished from the fault {x9 s- V;(t).
a-1} by proper assignment ofthe control input y7 =X7i.,
The method described above yields a nearly minimal X7 = 0. The distinguishing test is tF = 11011.
-
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V. THE ALGORITHM IN DETAIL
Algorithm 1 for generating the detection path and the
procedure introduced previously for generating the diagnosis subgraphs are summarized in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 2
Step 1: Setk = 1.
Step 2: Generate the test tak whose probability at node
k of the detection path is maximal, and denote this probability Ph.
Step 3: Specify the nk faults included in the ksubgraph.
Step 4: Compute the weighting function Vk (t) at node
k.
Step 5: Generate the test td, for which VI (ti3h) is the
closest to 1/2Ph.
Step 6: Compute the weighting functions V (t) and

Example: For the tree network in Fig. 1 the initial accumulating weights are
for i = 1,2,...*5
a?I = a1 = d
'
ao = max a',all + d = 2d; a' = a"+ ao + d = 3d
ag=max$a',a1}+d=2d; a4=a°+a8+d=3d
+ d = 3d; a6 = a + a6 + d = 5d
a8 = max a
a0 = a° + a8 + d = 6d; al = max Ia7,a8I + d = 6d.
If weights different from those defined in Definition 2.1
are assigned to the faults, the appropriate accumulating
weights are obtained as follows. Denote by ch,l the
weights of the faults Xk s-a-0 and xk s-a-1, respectively,
hence,
a2 = cow (a = 0,1)

i = 1,2,...,n.

(i) ag = a1+a1j+ o{. 3st.
Step 7: Repeat steps 5 and 6 until the diagnosis
(ii) aik = max a'gi,a4j'I + kO*
subgraph for the nk faults is complete.
Step 8: Set k = k + 1.
The following theorem is a straightforward extension
Step 9: If F(8) #z 0 return to Step 2.
of
Definition 5.1
The generation of the test ta, in Step 2 is accomplished
Theorem 5.1: The maximal accumulating weight for the
using accumulating weights which are defined below. To
output line Xr at node k, is the weight Pk of the maximal
x1 we
we assign aa pair of accumulating weights.
each line xi-

asslig
easine
(a?aI).

pairo accuuaing wegTs

Definition 5.1: The accumulating weight a, (a = 0,1)
is the weight of the test for the subnetwork feeding xi
which covers the fault xi s-a-a and whose weight is maximal.
These accumulating weights are obtained in the following way. Assign initially the pair (d,d) to every input
line xi, (i = 1,2, --- ,n) where d = 1/2r. After selecting a
detection test which covers the fault xi s-a-a change a2 to
0. Compute the accumulating weights for the remaining
lines according to the following rules.
Let xi and xj be two inputs to a gate whose output is Xk,
(i <j < k) and let gigjgk be the corresponding row in the
gate table.
(i) atk = aoh ± aJi + d *~ 1st
(ii) ak = max 1agi,aYJ'l + d bst
where
-

=01,lO,'

for later
tertests.
test
for

The faults xk s-a-gk, xi s-a-gi and xj s-a-gj are equivalent, therefore any test covering one of them covers the
others as well. This justifies rule (i) which accumulates the
weights of all equivalent faults. Rule (ii) is justified by the
following argument: the fault xk s-a-gk can be covered by
a test which covers also the fault xi s-a-g1 or the fault x1
s-a-g1 but not both, therefore we select the maximal weight
between agi and agJ.

detection test takl
We denote

aX = max la°,al

and proceed to generate the maximal test whose weight is
a X using backward tracing from the primary output to the
primary inputs. In order to perform this backward tracing
we define a diagnosis vector, abbreviated DV, whose r
components correspond to the r lines in the network as
follows:
if line i is sensitive to the fault s-a-a
(a = 0,1).
=
Ea,
line
i is a control line with a as the
if
DV,
"enable" value.
a,
if line i has a fixed value a.
This vector is generated in the following way. We set
first DVVr = SA since the primary output is sensitized by
each test. The rules of the backward tracing from an output
line xk of a gate to its input lines xi and xj are summarized
in Table II. Note that in this table

(S't,

X = S and Y = E
X = E and Y = S

if ag = max {g,g}
if agj,' = max ta~,aJIt.

The test t,k is determined from DV simply by substituting 0 for every input line xi for which DVi = 0, E° or 51,
and substituting 1 for every input line for which D Vi = 1,
E1 orS°
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TABLE II
Backward Tracing of the Diagnosis Vector
A =V -S
X

I

J -D S 1, DV -S

DV
V *
X i, DVj
DV-

DVk 'E

DV1,

DVk

DV, ' gi

a

,

3

DVJ gJ DV,

DVJg

DV,i

9i

- E

,

DVj1 g1

,DV'j .gJ

weights are computed for generating a new detection test.
The previous accumulating weights are modified in the
following way. For every input line xi whose corresponding
DVi is equal to Sa, modify a to 0. For the remaining lines
use equations (i) and (ii) without the addition of d .st
*
changing only one of each pair of accumulating weights.
Example: For the network in Fig. 1, the weighting
if no fault
line xi has
If
fault in
In line
has been
been
function is Vl(t) = (d * El + d)E0 + d * El + 3d. We set E°
I covered yet.
= 0 and E' = 0 (i.e., X3 = 1 and X4 = 0) in order to get a test
if the fault xi s-a-a (a = 0,1) has already t,d=- 10100 whose weight is /2ao = 3d. The generated
00whswegtiY9
been covered.
weighting functions are Vf(t) = 3d and Vg(t) = (dEl +
if all faults in line xi have already
d)E' + dE'. Using V?(t), the second distinguishing test
been covered.

In Step 3 of Algorithm 2 we specify the faults in the k subgraph by eliminating from DV all faults included in the
k - 1 previous subgraphs. These previous faults are accumulated in a fault vector, abbreviated FV, whose r
components are defined in the following way:

gf O,0,
FVi =

l,
l,

xi

no

tz1 = 10110 is generated by setting E° = 0 and E' = 1, i.e.,

The initial value of FV is FVi = 0, i = 1,2, ... r. For
each s h FV is m d eby
by this subgraph. The final value of FV indicating the end
of the algorithm (Step 9) is FVi = 1, 1 = 1,2, ...
-r.
In Step 3 we eliminate from DV the faults which have
ardbnbeen covered, by intersecting DV with FV,
F ave
oobalready
taining a new DV. The rules of this f-intersection are given
in Table III.
This intersection eliminates from DV all faults included
in the part of the SDT generated previously.
In Step 4 of the algorithm the weighting function Vk (t)
is generated using DV. The weights of the equivalent faults
are summed up and multiplied by the appropriate control
line Ea,.
Example: For the network in Fig. 1, the DV corresponding to ao = 6d is (E1,S',E0,E ,Sl S,So,SoS,SO). The
first detection test is therefore t,l = (10010). The weighting
function is V,(t) = (d El + d)E° + d . E' + 3d, i.e., there
are four nonequivalent faults which are covered by tai: {x2
s-a-lflx5 s-a-1Ux6 s-a-0 with weight d each, and the
equivalence class {X7 s-a-0, x8 s-a-0, xg s-a-0, with weight
3d.
After computing Vk (t) from DV, FV is modified by
union operation with DV, obtaining a new FV. The rules
of this f-union are given in Table III.
The test : is generated from Vk(t) by assigning values
to the control lines to obtain a weight as close to 1/2a as
possible. Once the test t:k is generated, Vi(t) and V£(t)
are computed and serve as weighting functions for generating the next tests.
After completing the diagnosis subgraph emanating
from node k of the- detection path, new accumulating

covp3wered,ibyiintefrsectingthe DVl whith

-

X3 = 1 and X4 = 1. After completion of the first diagnosis

the accumulating weights are modified and the
asubgraph
second
detection
test ta2 = 11001 is generated. The final
SDT for this example
is shown in Fig. 4. This SDT is
g

mnmladtewihe vrg ubro et e
quired to locate a fault in it is 3.27. The lower bound for
this example is Cb = 3.05.
VI. SUMMARY
The problem considered in this paper is sequential fault
diagnosis in combinational networks. Since the possible
faults in the network may occur at different frequencies,
a model is suggested in which different probabilities of
occurrence can be assigned to the different faults. In order
to locate these faults, an SDT is generated directly from
the structure of the network without using a fault table.
The structure of the network is presented in a simple
tabular form called the gate table.
Two different objectives in designing an SDT were
considered in this paper and hence a new definition of a
minimal decision tree was presented. An appropriate lower
bound for the cost function of this SDT is derived, thus
enabling adequate evaluation of a generated decision
tree.
In the last part of the paper an explicit algorithm for
generating an SDT is presented. This algorithm is restricted to fan-out-free networks, although the concept of
generating distinguishing tests while the backward tracing
operation is performed can be used for general networks
as well.
For general networks, however, the generation of a
minimal SDT directly from the structure of the network
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becomes more complicated especially because the existence of reconverging fan-out lines causes the functional
equivalence between faults to be different from the
structural equivalence [6]. This in turn results in the fact
that the generated SDT by an algorithm employing the
method outlined in this paper is not necessarily minimal.

*

The procedure for networks with fan-out can be described in general terms as follows. Assume part of the
SDT has already been generated; the next step is to select
a fault which was not covered by the previous tests. A detection test for this fault is next generated. For this detection test a backward tracing is then performed starting
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